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Total Mark (60 Marks) 
I. Reading (30 Marks) 
A. Vocabulary 04 Marks) 

A. From a, b. c and d choose the most suitable answer: (4x2=8 Marks) 63 
1. During celebrations and family .. ....... . ........ . we prepare tasty foods and drinks. 0 a. occasions 

b. chatrooms 
c. envelops 

d. counters 

2. Most children like playing all kinds of sports . ......... ... ........ football and basketball. 

a. officially c. gently 
b. especially d. personally 

3. People should understand that it is dangerous to ... . .. . .. personal photos on social media 

a. sprinkle c. post 
b. require d. limit 

4. Sabah Al Ahmad Nature Reserve in Al Jahra has ........ .. ..... amazing birds and animals . 

a. thirsty c. tasteless 
b. religious d. numerous 

B. Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below: (4xl½= 6 Marks) 

( destinations / local / pitches / sweaters / delicious ) 

5. Al Anbaa is one of the most powerful local newspapers Kuwaitis usually read. 0 
6. Cairo is suggested by many people as one of the best holiday destinations . 

7. In half an hour, my mother could cook some delicious chicken in mushroom sauce. 

8. Sweaters in that shop look very nice; they come in different sizes and excellent material. 
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B. Reading Comprehension {16 Marks) 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow: 

There are many different kinds of parrots. Some are quite big; others are very small. 

They are believed to be one of the most intelligent bird species. Most parrot species depend 

on seeds as food. Others may eat fruit, nectar, flowers or small insects. Many people like 

them because they often have beautiful bright colours, and because they can "talk" . Most 
parrots are social birds that live in groups. 

Parrots are very good mimics and can copy sounds that they hear in their 

environment; they can even copy human words and laughter. No one knows why parrots can 

talk. Most birds can not. Some people say that parrots can talk because they have big, thick 

tongues. Parrots do not usually know what they are saying when they talk. They are only 

making sounds. However, they know when to say some words, such as "Hello" and 
"Goodbye". 

Most parrots come from hot countries, but they can live anywhere. This is one of the 

reasons why sailors used to take parrots with them on long journeys. Perhaps another reason 
is that they wanted someone to talk to. 

A. From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: 

9. The passage is mainly about: 

a. Many different kinds of birds that eat insects 

b. A certain kind of bird that can talk 

c. Sailoi:s who go on long journeys 

d. All kinds of birds that can' t talk 

(6 X 2 = 12 Marks) 

1 O. The underlined word "thick" in the 2nd paragraph is the opposite of: 

a. wet 

b. dry 

C. high 

d. thin 
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11. The underlined word "them" in the 3rd paragraph refers to: 

a. reasons 

b. sailors 

c. parrots 

d. countries 

12. People like parrots because they: 

a. depend on seeds as food 

b. are very small birds 

c. have beautiful colours and can talk 

d. do not know what they are saying 

13 . According to the text, all of the following are TRUE EXCEPT: 

a. There are many different kinds of parrots. 

b. Parrots can copy human words and laughter. 

c. Parrots are one of the cleverest bird species. 

d. Parrots are unsocial birds that live alone. 

14.The writer' s purpose of writing this passage is to: 

a. give information about parrots 

b. explain why parrots eat seeds 

c. encourage people to train parrots 

d. persuade people to treat birds kindly 

B. Answer the following questions: (2 X 2 = 4 Marks) 

15. Where do most parrots come from? 

Most parrots come from hot countries. 

16. Why did sailors use to take parrots with them on long journeys? 

0 
Because they can live anywhere and because they wanted to talk to them. 
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II. Writing (30 Marks) 

A. Grammar 02 Marks) 63 
a. Cloze Test 

Choose the correct answer from the words between brackets: (4x 2 = 8 Marks) 0 
17. Ritz Sharq Hotel is in the heart of Kuwait City. It is metres away from the National 

Museum of Kuwait, (hasn't it - isn't it - doesn 't it)? My uncle likes (these -those - this) 

hotel because of its good location and fantastic design. He enjoys (staying - stay- stays) 

there with (he - his- him ) family in the weekend. 

b. Transformation 

Do as shown between brackets: (2X2=4 Marks) 

21. There are some cars in the garage. 

There are not any cars in the garage. 

22. Ifl have enough time this evening, .. . ......... . ... .. ......... . 

0 
(Make negative) 

(Complete) 

Ifl have enough time this evening, ..... ... .... .. (Any Reasonable Answer) 
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B. Writing (14 Marks} 

"Everyone dreams of going to an ideal school." 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs not less than (8 sentences) about your ideal 

school explaining what facilities should be there and what activities these schools may 
offer. 

The following guide words and phrases may help you: 

big -computer lab - garden - canteen - swimming pools - provide - enjoy -music 

Write your plan here {2 Marks) 

l 

l 
······························ ·· ···· ······ ·· ·· i 

······· ····· ··························· ······ 

················································ ·············································· 

·· ··· ··· ············· ······· ·· ·· ·············· ·············································· 

···· ······················ ·· ············ ·· ···· ································· ············· 

···················· ····· ··· ······ ········· ·· · ··· ········· ········· ·· ········· ·· ··· ·· ····· ·· 
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Write your topic here {12Marks) 
···· ······ ····· ····· ···· ·· ····· ··· ··· ··· ··· ·· ··· ······ ·· ···· ····· ···· ····· ····· ····· ······ ····· ···· ·· ····· ····· 
····· ····· ·· ····· ·· ···· ···· ·· ··· ··· ·· ······ ······ ···· ····· ··· ····· ··· ·· ··· ···· ·· ······ ····· ·· ··· ··· ···· ····· ·· · 
···· ···· ······ ···· ·· ···· ···· ·· ·· ···· ··· ···· ······ ··· ··· ·· ······· ·· ·· ······ ·· ····· ······· ······· ········ ····· ·· · 
········· ···· ·· ··· ··· ··· ··· ·· ··· ····· ··· ·· ··· ···· ·· ··· ·· ·· ···· ··· ········ ···· ······· ··········· ·· ·· ····· ···· ··· 
···· ···· ·· ····· ··· ·· ······· ··· ···· ··· ·· ·· ··· ··· ·· ····· ······· ······· ······· ··· ···· ··· ·· ···· ·· ····· ···· ·· ·· ···· · 
·· ··· ··· ······ ··· ······· ····· ······ ········· ··· ··· ··· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ········ ·· ··· ·· ··· ··· ·· ·· ·· ············ ······· 
····· ··· ···· ····· ··· ········ ··· ··· ····· ··········· ··· ·· ····· ·· ···· ·· ······· ···· ··· ···· ···· ··· ··· ·· ··· ···· ··· ··· 
····· ···· ··· ·· ··· ·· ····· ····· ···· ··· ········ ··· ··· ·· ·· ········ ······ ···· ····· ·· ··· ··· ··· ····· ······ ···· ········ 
····· ······ ·· ··· ····· ····· ·· ···· ··· ···· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··· ···· ····· ··· ······· ···· ········ ····· ·· ···· ····· ······· ·· · 
······· ·· ·· ··· ····· ········· ···· ·· ··· ·· ·· ···· ··· ··········· ···· ·· ··· ··· ······· ······· ····· ··· ·· ·· ··· ·· ······ ··· 
·· ·· ······ ········ ··· ··· ··· ··· ···· ···· ·· ··· ···· ···· ···· ··· ···· ····· ······ ·· ·· ·· ······ ···· ···· ··· ····· ······ ··· · 
···· ····· ··· ·· ·· ···· ·· ·· ··· ··· ···· ··· ·· ·· ······ ···· ·· ···· ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· ···· ··· ··· ·· ··· ···· ···· ···· ····· ··· ··· ···· 
······ ·· ···· ··· ······· ··· ···· ···· ··· ·· ··· ····· ·· ·· ··· ··· ··· ···· ·· ····· ·· ······ ··· ···· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·· ······ ·· ·· ····· 

···· ·· ······· ·· ·· ·· ·· ···· ····· ········ ··· ······· ·· ······ ··· ···· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· ·· ···· ·· ····· ··· ······ ···· ·· ···· ·· 
··· ·· ········· ···· ··· ··· ··· ·· ····· ·· ··· ··· ···· ········ ··· ··· ··· ·· ··· ··· ·· ······ ···· ··· ······· ········· ··· ···· ·· 
·· ······ ··· ··· ·· ···· ···· ·· ··· ···· ········ ·· ··· ···· ···· ·· ····· ··· ········ ··· ·· ·· ······ ····· ·· ··· ·· ····· ···· ···· · 
·· ·· ···· ·· ·· ····· ······· ···· ······· ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· ··· ··· ·· ·· ········ ·· ·· ····· ··· ·· ·· ··· ···· ····· ··· ·· ····· ····· ·· 
···· ·· ··· ··· ·· ·· ······· ···················· ····· ·· ·· ·· ····· ······· ··· ·· ··· ····· ···· ··· ······ ····· ··· ·· ···· ····· 
···· ·· ······ ··· ········ ·· ·· ·· ····· ··· ·· ··· ····· ··· ······ ·· ··· ··· ········· ········· ···· ·· ······· ··· ··· ···· ·· ··· 

Planning (graphic Exposition Paragra phing 
Total organizers/mind of ideas and and number of Grammar Spelling Handwriting punctuation mapping) coherence sentences Mark 

2 6 2 1 1 1 1 14 

• 2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format . 

• Off point topics receive ZERO 
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